MINGULAY BOAT SONG

CHORUS:
[F] HEEL Y’ HO BOYS; LET HER GO BOYS,
BRING HER [C7] HEAD ROUND,
INTO THE [Bb] WEATHER,
HEEL Y’ [F] HO BOYS; LET HER GO BOYS,
SAILING [C7] HOMeward TO MINGU-[F]-LAY

[F] WHAT CARE WE HOW WHITe THE MINGCH IS?
WHAT CARE [C7] WE BOYS
FOR WIND AND [Bb] WEATHER?
WHEN WE [F] KNOW THAT EV’RY INCH IS
SAILING [C7] HOMeward TO MINGU-[F]-LAY.

CHORUS

{ GI RLS}
[F] WIVES ARE WAITING AT THE PIER HEAD,
GAZING [C7] SEAWARD FROM THE [Bb] HEATHER;
{ BOYS}
HEAVE HER [F] HEAD ROUND
AND WE’LL ANCHOR
‘ERE THE [C7] SUN SETS ON MINGU-[F]-LAY.

{ acapella} CHORUS

[F] SHIPS RETURN NOW, HEAVY LADEN,
MOTHERS [C7] HOLDIN’ Bairns a-[Bb]-CRYIN’
THEY’LL RE-[F]-TURN, THOUGH,
WHEN THE SUN SETS
THEY’LL RE-[C7]-TURN TO MINGU-[F]-LAY.

CHORUS

SAILING [C7] HOMeward
TO MINGU-[Bb]-LAY. [F]